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Background

● Internet is a massive directed graph where web pages are nodes and 
hyperlinks are directed edges

● Information is often accessed through search engines
● Information is retrieved and stored by search engines by crawling the web

○ Information is stored based on specific keywords
○ This process usually happens offline and in pre-processing
○ Occurs through examining a page’s forward links (hyperlinks on a web page)

● A LOT of information is retrieved for each keyword



Purpose of PageRank
● When I google “databases,” about 1,270,000,000 results are returned
● PageRank is the algorithm ranks these results to push me towards the “best” ones

○ “Best” is defined based off of authority, popularity, and relevance of the given webpage

Note: while PageRank was outlined in a 1998 paper on the Google Search Engine 
prototype, it is not the sole algorithm that Google Search Engine uses today



Ranking Web Pages: TF-IDF
● Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF):

○ Term refers to the keyword
○ Measure relevance based on occurrences of terms, their location in the document, 

and weights assigned based on the number of documents in the data set with the 
term

t is term
d is document
n(d) is number of terms in the document
n(d, t) is the number of occurrences of term t in the 
document d
n(t) number of documents (among the indexed system) 
that has term t
Q the query
r(d, Q) relevance of document d based on query Q



Ranking Web Pages: Hyperlinks

● Ranking scheme used by PageRank
● Measure the popularity of a web page based on how many other web pages 

link to it and the popularity of these other pages
● PageRank of a document d is determined circularly based on the PageRank 

of the documents that link to d
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Solving Cycles with Random Surfer Model
● Simulating human user
● Probability of a random surfer 

requesting a certain web page
● Always a probability that a random 

surfer will pick a web page that is not a 
frontlink to the current web page

○ This removes the possibility of endlessly 
increasing ranks

○ Set at 0.15 in “The PageRank Citation 
Ranking: Bringing Order to the Web”

● Can have custom or uniform pagerank
○ Custom pageranks would then give certain 

pages greater rankings than others based on 
noted preferences of users



Graphical Representation of PageRank
● Note the combination of the two metrics 

for evaluating the rank of a site
○ C has higher probability of being 

visited although it has less 
backlinks than E because its 
backlink is from a more 
authoritative page

● Because of the general probability of 
jumping to any random page, the purple 
web pages have a 1.6% probability of 
being visited despite their lack of 
backlinks



Convergence Property of PageRank

● Convergence: the approach of an 
infinite set to a finite limit

● “The PageRank Citation Ranking” 
experiment with 322 million links in a 
database converge to a reasonable 
tolerance in 52 iterations

● Meaning that the ranks are stabilized 
despite cycles

More information about convergence and 
PageRank: 
https://ipsen.math.ncsu.edu/ps/simax4398
0.pdf

https://ipsen.math.ncsu.edu/ps/simax43980.pdf
https://ipsen.math.ncsu.edu/ps/simax43980.pdf


Google’s Search Algorithm for Relevance

● Look for same keyword as in search query
● “Aggregated and anonymized interaction data to assess whether search 

results are relevant to queries”
● Translate data into signals that are used with machine learning to evaluate 

relevance–determine if the query is being answered instead of simply just 
repeating the keyword



Sources

https://www.google.com/search/howsearchworks/algorithms/

https://www.wolframalpha.com/input?i=convergence

http://infolab.stanford.edu/pub/papers/google.pdf

http://dbpubs.stanford.edu:8090/pub/showDoc.Fulltext?lang=en&doc=1999-66&format=pdf&compression=

https://www.google.com/search/howsearchworks/algorithms/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PageRank

https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctvz938zn.6?refreqid=excelsior%3Aebcbbd50f7611b9922f244db0eba088e&s
eq=10

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5fcEtqysGs

https://www.google.com/search/howsearchworks/algorithms/
https://www.wolframalpha.com/input?i=convergence
http://infolab.stanford.edu/pub/papers/google.pdf
http://dbpubs.stanford.edu:8090/pub/showDoc.Fulltext?lang=en&doc=1999-66&format=pdf&compression=
https://www.google.com/search/howsearchworks/algorithms/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PageRank
https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctvz938zn.6?refreqid=excelsior%3Aebcbbd50f7611b9922f244db0eba088e&seq=10
https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctvz938zn.6?refreqid=excelsior%3Aebcbbd50f7611b9922f244db0eba088e&seq=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5fcEtqysGs


Elements of PageRank

● Ranking on hyperlinks: a web page is given a greater ranking if it has more 
pages pointing to it

● Random surfer (dampening factor): probability that a random surfer will 
click on a certain web page from another; certain probability too that the surfer 
will jump to a completely random page


